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Big on performance and reliability; Small on Tunnel Space Required.

The MiniFlex top wheel from Belanger requires less than 7’ of tunnel space by utilizing our patented 
“gator gear’ design for a compact footprint.  Add another top wheel for added top cleaning or 
extra-service revenue generating equipment in less tunnel space than two conventional top wheels.

As a dedicated horizontal surface washer, the MiniFlex excels at cleaning hoods, roofs and trunk 
lids – all while providing a super-quiet customer experience. The uniquely shaped Neotex™ closed-cell 
foam wash ‘�ngers’ provide superior wash penetration with vastly reduced in-car noise levels. 
The uniquely designed counterweight and built-in dampener help the wheel maintain proper 
pressure and smooth movement during the washing process, for optimal cleaning performance.

Because the MiniFlex™ is a key contributor in achieving a clean car, it’s built for maximum uptime
and dependable operation.

The available Auto-Retract option automatically senses open truck beds and safely lifts out of the way. 
This can make the MiniFlex a smart choice for operators who want the bene�ts of a top wheel that 
actively accommodates every vehicle.
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Physical Examples

Utility Examples
Electrical Requirements:  3 phase, 60Hz, (1) 1hp motor @ 208-230/460V or 50Hz @ 575V for the hub
Water Requirements:  4.0gpm @ 40psi
Pneumatic Requirements:   1.2 cfm @90psi minimum; 120psi maximum

Superior top 
surface washer

Delivers advanced contoured
cleaning results to all horizontal
surfaces including hoods, roofs, 
and trunk lids

Movement & Control

The counterweight and built-
in dampener design helps the 
wheel maintain proper pressure
and smooth movement 
during the wash process for 
exceptional wash results

Auto-Retract

Option automatically senses
open truck beds and safely lifts
out of the way

‘Gator Gear’ Design
(Patented)

Enables the MiniFlex to have 
an ultra-compact design that 
requires less tunnel space

Uniquely Shaped
NeoTex™ Media

Provides superior wash
penetration with vastly 
reduced in-car noise levels

Component Height:   129-5/8”
Component Width:   156”
Tunnel length required:   82-3/8”
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